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Dr. Joy S. Pedersen

Joy S. Pedersen,
Founder of
Express Success
LLC, is a Licensed
Spiritual
Healer, Certified

Spiritual Health Coach, Certified
Law of Attraction Practitioner,
ordained minister and Doctor of
Divinity as well as a
noted business consultant and
networker with a
celebrated international clientele.
 
She works closely with individuals
and businesses of all sizes over
the phone to overcome their
challenges with money,
relationships, career, business,
health and well being.
 
Using both 21st Century
technological advances and
established, time-honored
spiritual techniques and gifts, her
work includes clearing negative
memories, energy, property
and karma. Her gifts bridge the
gap between heaven and earth
and all time and space. 
 
The twin flame of Archangel
Michael, Dr. Joy is a spokesperson
for heaven and shares those
messages on the Express Success
blog. She authored the book
Wisdom of the Guardian:
Treasures From Archangel Michael
to Change Your Life. She was also
a contributing author to Big Bold
Business. Her chapter addresses
how your subconscious is either
supporting or sabotaging your
success.
 
Her pro bono work focuses on
global peace and prosperity by
clearing and healing the cause of
the karma affecting all humanity. 
 

Messages from
Heaven

For channeled messages from
God, angels and others, click. 

To schedule a session

Personal Message

 
Since we shifted into the new world, my work has been definitely changing. We worked
on clearing the effects of persecution, sacrifice and now this week the ways in which
darkness masked itself as light to manipulate. 
 
It's taken a toll on my energy and I finally said that's enough so I'm going to meet with
Archangel Michael to map out the plans for this next phase of my work. The dynamics of
the way I serve will change including my sessions, I believe.
 
In the interim, if you are wanting a clearing, now is the time to get it while old pricing,
etc. are in place. I am not sure all of how it will look but I already received the outline of
a particular workshop Michael wants me to deliver. There will be a group program that
will follow but I am not sure the rest of the particulars. 
 
It is time to let go of the past. Everything needs to be brought into alignment.
Old debts need to be paid, karma needs to be released and most of all fear, which is still
rampant, needs to be released. Letting go, rebalancing and realigning of all needs to
occur to ultimately set you free to experience all that is possible for you now.  
 
I asked this morning what information I could share today that would be most helpful.
The following message is what they dictated for me to share with you this day. 
 
Blessings,
 
Joy
 

The Times Are Changing

The times are changing. The way in which you need operate in the world must
change to embrace, enhance and capitalize on the new world order. The old way of
thinking and doing will not work if you want optimal results. Linear thinking and doing is
not the way of the new world. That is the old world way of being.
 
Now, for some insights on what is to come. The new world order brings with it the age of
enlightenment - the coming of age of all the earth’s inhabitants to know who they are at
essence. They will become aware of who they are as nature. They will know who they
are as part of the whole and each other.
 
New methods of doing business, new technology and new opportunities for
work will begin to appear. It will be subtle at first but over time you will have noticed
much difference. Things will be gradual at first but once you embrace these new
energies and vibrations, the possibilities will unfold much faster.
 
The time now is for you to let go of the past.  It is time to let go of the old methods
and ways of doing things, including business. The way you will do business in the future
will be much different. It will be much more heart centered. It will take into
consideration the whole and not just the few who are in charge. It will no longer just be
about the owner, or creator of the project, but what will serve the largest number of
participants and those affected.
 
Nothing will be willy-nilly but rather strategic. Why do I say willy-nilly? Willy-nilly is what
it is while separated from Source. When connected with Source, all is in divine order.
Divine order creates with ease, effortlessness and takes into consideration the whole
rather than just the few. Therefore, the more well thought out and orchestrated, the
fewer the problems.
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or a 15-minute get-
acquainted call,
contact Dr. Joy

Email or call 800-801-7597
 

Let's get to know each other,
the challenges you face and the
solutions I provide. If there's a
fit, we can decide together
what options are best for you.

 
There doesn’t need to be problems. Problems come from the separation of Source. ALL
problems come from the separation from Source. When you align with Source, you
can solve any problem. Those of you who have problems, have more of a problem with
your alignment with Source than anything else. Where there is a problem, there is an
imbalance. Heal the imbalance and the problem goes away.
 
The time for change is here, and now is the time for you to change your mind. It is time
for you to align with the divine within your own heart to access all there is .
 
PS You can do it!
 
 

Click the icon above to connect with me through social media.
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